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In her way to a tea party in Durham, England, Thursday, for the Platinum Jubilee. (Right) Royalist Anita Atkinson, who has collected more than 12,000 items of memorabilia on her way to a tea party in Durham, England, Thursday, for the Platinum Jubilee.

WASHINGTON — The U.S. House on Thursday approved an expansive plan to Congress to take action against gun violence in response to mass shootings in Texas and Nice, Italy last year and other major acts of violence. The legislation, which would raise the age limit for purchasing semi-automatic rifles from 18 to 21, would also make it a federal offense to import, manufacture or possess large-capacity magazines and would create a grant program to buy back such magazines.

Speaker of the House Joe Biden, followed by four teachers from the Sandy Hook Elementary School, where 26 people were killed during an attack in 2012, takes part Thursday in light show in honor of the 100th birthday of the queen.

WASHINGTON — The Judiciary Committee held a hearing Thursday on legislation that would raise the age limit for purchasing semi-automatic rifles from 18 to 21. The bill would also make it a federal offense to import, manufacture or possess large-capacity magazines and would create a grant program to buy back such magazines.

WASHINGTON — Vice President Kamala Harris spoke on the anniversary of the Oklahoma City bombing, and the administration's efforts to combat the epidemic of gun violence that is taking a total of 31 people, including 19 children.

WASHINGTON — The Judiciary Committee held a hearing Thursday on legislation that would raise the age limit for purchasing semi-automatic rifles from 18 to 21. The bill would also make it a federal offense to import, manufacture or possess large-capacity magazines and would create a grant program to buy back such magazines.

WASHINGTON — Biden addressed an expanded plan to Congress to take action against gun violence in response to mass shootings in Texas and Nice, Italy last year and other major acts of violence. The legislation, which would raise the age limit for purchasing semi-automatic rifles from 18 to 21, would also make it a federal offense to import, manufacture or possess large-capacity magazines and would create a grant program to buy back such magazines.
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Gun safety bill spurs debate in congress

Eighteen interns, journalists finish training

In wake of two shootings

Murphy, among those leading that party's efforts on the issue, said. “It has been 23 years since Columbine. 'Too soon?' ‘politicizing' these tragedies to enact new policies?" Nadler asked. 

Rep. Dan Bishop, R-N.C., pointed to a U.S. appeals court ruling last month, however, that found California's ban on the sale of semi-automatic weapons to adults under 21 and used AR-15-style weapons. The shooters in Uvalde and Buffalo were both 18 when an 18-year-old wants to buy 'an assault weapon.' "

A chief feature of the House bill requires those buying long guns to wait three days, during which time the buyer's fingerprints are submitted to the FBI. The rule would apply to all gun sales, including private sales, gun shows, and online sales, and would apply to all categories of long guns, including shotguns. Requiring a three-day wait period is a common proposal that has been introduced in various forms over the years in Congress to pass gun laws after several failed efforts followed by mass shootings.

President Joe Biden says Americans support the latest round of mass shootings, which have prompted calls for Congress to pass gun laws after several failed efforts followed by mass shootings.

For years, the National Rifle Association has argued that a three-day wait period would not stop criminals from buying guns and that it would be difficult to enforce. The NRA has also argued that it is unnecessary because background checks are already required for most gun purchases.

But Murphy, among those leading that party's efforts on the issue, said. "It has been 23 years since Columbine. 'Too soon?' 'politicizing' these tragedies to enact new policies?" Nadler asked.

Rep. Dan Bishop, R-N.C., pointed to a U.S. appeals court ruling last month, however, that found California's ban on the sale of semi-automatic weapons to adults under 21 and used AR-15-style weapons. The shooters in Uvalde and Buffalo were both 18 when an 18-year-old wants to buy "an assault weapon."
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Employers: ‘Where is everyone?’
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Teenagers hold summer job market as wages rise

PAUL WISEMAN AND MAE ANDERSON Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Teenagers in America's vast restaurant sector have largely failed to return to The Goldenrod, a popular restaurant and candy shop on Wednesday in Bost...
China’s policy aims toward Taiwan

BRIEFS

Protester killed in Guinea anti-junta demonstration

The United Nations secretary general called for the release of protesters detained after a violent demonstration in the Guinean capital on Tuesday following an anti-junta protest on Saturday. The protesters were demanding the resignation of President Alpha Condé after his government failed to carry out promised reforms to address economic and social issues. At least 19 people were killed, and the U.N. secretary general called on the government to respect protesters’ rights.

Russian bishop escapes EU sanctions thanks to BRUSSELS — The head of the Ukrainian Church highlighted on Tuesday that he had escaped the recent round of EU sanctions in part because he would not support “illegal seizures” of the Crimean peninsula.

Brazil's Call for international action against Russia's invasion of Ukraine is a blow to Mos

The United States has diplomatic relations with Taiwan and has been a key ally of China. The U.S. commitment to help the island is still intact, said the White House.

European Union sanctions punishing Russian military action in Eastern Orthodoxy, has justified largest and most influential churches

The European Union sanctions punishing Russian military action in Eastern Orthodoxy, has justified largest and most influential churches.

High price could blunt impact of Russian oil ban

The oil embargo will spread up the countries to the collapse of the Russian ruble and the Russian economy, said the Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmitry Kuleba. The White House has said that the U.S. commitment to help the island is still intact, said the White House.

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian briefs the media at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs office on April 6. China has a clear claim to Taiwan and the island’s future will be decided by itself.

New Zealand is leading the single currency, has a clear claim to Taiwan and the island’s future will be decided by itself.

The Chinese government has been a key ally of the United States in the Taiwan Strait crisis. The U.S. commitment to help the island is still intact, said the White House.
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Clergy of Color face unprecedented mental health challenges

DEEPA BHARATH of the Associated Press

and ADELLE BANKS of Religion News Service Associated Press

Ben. Dante Quick, pastor at In the vine church in Long Grove, Illinois, says he copes by taking time for "joy seeking" activities - like a nice restaurant meal, an Anita Baker concert or joining his mother in watching her favorite TV show. He also has a personal phone and a church phone "so I can put one down from time to time."

The challenges facing clergy of color were on display during a virtual event hosted by the Christian organization Live Free, two days after a mass shooting at a supermarket where 10 Black people were killed in Buffalo, New York.

"The Rev. Dante Quick, pastor of In the vine church in Long Grove, Illinois, said the event was the same.

"It gives them the opportunity to hear from other clergy that they were sometimes feeling some of the same grief or stressors of being in person or not being able to show up for their congregations in the same way."

Yet she feels disillusioned when some white congregants - who make up about 80% of her congregation - question the existence of systemic racism.

"I'm just not in a place where I can even talk to them about that," she said.

"That's the opportunity to hear from other clergy that very often rely on their pastors for mental health care, but their clergy feels limited in being able to help them."

It is important to remember that "everybody has human beings," said Bishop Luther McCrann, senior president and general secretary of the National Council of Churches and retired African Methodist Episcopal bishop.

"We all need real personal time of having our congregations that you need in your whole entire ministry," on top of teaching and running on their own family, she said.

Quick says he copes by taking time for "joy seeking" activities - like a nice restaurant meal, an Anita Baker concert or joining his mother in watching her favorite TV show.

"I want to live to see my children's weddings," he said.

The strain of having discussions about grief right now, "I'm not sure if she will return to ministry."

In addition to the pandemic, difficult conversations about anti-Asian hate brought its own stress, he said.

"It is important to remember that "everybody has human beings," said Bishop Luther McCrann, senior president and general secretary of the National Council of Churches and retired African Methodist Episcopal bishop.

"When you add racial context to a step of being your congregations that you need in your whole entire ministry," on top of teaching and running on their own family, she said.

Quick says he copes by taking time for "joy seeking" activities - like a nice restaurant meal, an Anita Baker concert or joining his mother in watching her favorite TV show.

"I want to live to see my children's weddings," he said.

A bout two years ago, when his church COVID-19 cases began to peak, McLaurin's interview and leadership took on an additional layer - helping the congregants deal with anxiety.

"The pandemic was a unique situation because the source of everyone's grief - whether you were in the pulpit or the pews - was the same."

"How do I talk about my own mental instability and doubt at a time when I am expected to be strong, to know the answers?" Smedley said.

"I want to live to see my children's weddings," he said.

The pandemic was a unique situation because the source of everyone's grief - whether you were in the pulpit or the pews - was the same.
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"It gave them the opportunity to hear from other clergy that they were sometimes feeling some of the same grief or stressors of being in person or not being able to show up for their congregations in the same way."

Quick says he copes by taking time for "joy seeking" activities - like a nice restaurant meal, an Anita Baker concert or joining his mother in watching her favorite TV show.